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COXTINUITY AND IDENTITY* 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wiggins’ monograph Identity and Spatio-Temporal Continuity (Blackwell, 
1967) was a first step towards an axiomatic theory of sortals and continu- 
ants. Such a theory aims to clarify the notions of existence, identity, 
continuity and classification of physical continuants through time. Its theses 
concerning sortals and objects arise against a background of two kinds of 
structure: (a) the hierarchy of sortals based on the relation If restricts g’; and 
(b) the sortal profiles of lifespans of continuants. 

I shall assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of a sortal, and 
how sortals may be used to cover identity statements. For the discussion 
below we shall need the following Enghsh, symbolic and abbreviated 
expressions of important predicates of sort&: 

frestricts g o(x)(y)(x 7 y 3 x g y) glf 
fis the same asg q (x)(y)(x i y = x g y) f=g 
f and g are co-restricted 3h(fih &glh) f& 
f and g are co-restrictive 3h(h 1 f & h lg) fAg 
f and g are co-satisfiable 03x3 t(fx &gx) at t fa 
f is ultimate CgXgIf~g=.n f 
This notation is suggested by diagrams of fragments of the sortal hierarchy, 
in which sortals lower down restrict those higher up: 

g h f g 

fig fvg fk 7 

and must not be confused with similar notation for logical connectives. 
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In his monograph Wiggins formulated two theses: 

(D.i) (x)(t)@ exists at t > 3gg(x) at t), 

(D.ii) (x)(3g)(t)(x exists at t > g(x) at t). 

In Part I1 he tries to go beyond (D.i) to (D.ii), employing various principles 
which he claimed to be presupposed to the applicability of Leibnizian or 
strict identity to’real or persisting things (as he himself has put it). 
Shoemaker, in his discussion of Wiggins (Philosophical Review (1970) 
529-544) pointed out one invalid aspect of Wiggins’ argument. This was the 
assumption that every object passes through a chain of phases adjacent 
members of which are non-overlapping. Shoemaker, however, overlooked 
another invalid aspect of Wiggins’ argument which renders his own repaired 
version of that argument invalid. This is the further illicit assumption 
(p. 536) that all members of a chain of adjacently co-restrictive sortals co- 
restrict some one sortal. 

In this paper I give a valid reconstruction of the existing argument for 
(D.ii) from (D.i) and certain other premisses. I then give a much simpler 
argument from the premisses stated, leaving as an open probiem the exist- 
ence of proofs from weaker premisses. 

2.SOMETHESESCONCERNINGSORTALS 

Since every sortal is satisfiable, 

(1) Co-restricted sortah are co-satisfiable, i.e. 
Gfxgxfyg Ifi). 

It is obvious also that 

(2) I is a partial ordering, i.e. 

Wflf 

Substantive theses are 

(3) Co-satisfiable sortals are co-restrictive, i.e. 
u-xaf'g~f"g). 
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(4) Every sortal restricts some ultimate sortal. i.e. 

um%‘Hgif’). 

(1) and (3) yield 

(9 Co-restricted sortals are co-restrictive 

and (4) and (5) yield 

(6) Every sortal restricts exactly one ultimate sortal. 

3. TOPOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I shall treat time as having the topology of the real line. Lifespans and 
pleases of objects will then be intervals of the real line. These intervals may 
be unbounded in either direction, since there is no logical or II priori reason 
for excluding immortal, eternal or everlasting objects. 

An interval of the real line contains at least two points and contains all 
points between any two of its points. If bounded above, it has a least upper 
bound; if it contains the latter it is closed above. If bounded below, it has a 
greatest lower bound; if it contains the latter it is closed below. If closed 
above and below, it is closed. The interior of an interval is the set of all its 
points other than its least upper bound (should it exist) and greatest lower 
bound (should it exist). 

A nest is a set of intervals strictly ordered by proper inclusion. If F is a 
family of intervals and I is an interval, then F is a covering of I if and only if 
U F = I and int I = U (int JIJ E F) and the union of any nest included in F 
is included in some member of F. A covering F is basic if and only if no 
member of E’ properly includes another. We have the following obvious 
lemma: 

LEMMA. The ordering of a basic covering by the greatest lower bounds of 
member intervals coincides with its ordering by their least upper bounds 
(where, for uniformity, points at infinity will be introduced as bounds of 
unbounded intervals). 

Thus a basic covering is naturally ordered; and is chain-like if its order type 
is that of a subset of the integers. Note that adjacent intervals in a chain- 
like covering overlap. 
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THEOREM. Every covering of I includes a chain-like sub-covering of I. 
Proofi Suppose F is a covering of 1. If 2 is closed and bounded above 

and below then the Heine-Bore1 theorem gives a finite chain-like covering 
of 1. In the remaining cases: 

(9 if I is closed and bounded below we choose Je in F with the 
same greatest lower bound as I, and construct our chain-like 
covering to the right; 

(ii) if I is closed and bounded above we choose Je in F with the 
same least upper bound as I, and construct our chain-like 
covering to the left; 

(iii) otherwise we choose arbitrary Je in F and construct our 
chain-like covering both to the right and to the left. 

We shall carry out the construction for case (i). Cases (ii) and (iii) are treated 
similarly. 

Let No be the set of nests included in F which contain Jo. C_ partially 
orders U No. Moreover, by the nest condition on coverings, every chain in 
this partial ordering has an upper bound in U Ne. Thus by Zorn’s Lemma 
U No has a E-maximal member. Choose such a member and call it Ce. So 
Jo C Cc and Cc is E-maximal in this respect. 

IfCe =I we are done. 
If iyn Ci #I, then lub Iyn Ci E int I. Choose Jn+, in F such that 

lub iyn Ci E int Jn+, . Let Iv”+1 be the set of nests included in F which 

contain Jn+, . As before, choose a E-maximal member of Nn+r and call it 
C n+l. So Jn+, E G+l and C,,+l is L-maximal in this respect. Therefore 
glbC,<glbC,+, <lubC,<lubC,+,. 

If 1Gy+, Ci = I we are done, since the Ci clearly form a chain-like sub- 

covering. 
Suppose we are not done after any finite number of choices. Then 

lub iy0 Ci E mt 1. Thus there is some J in F such that lub iy0 Ci E int J. 

By the ordering of bounds of adjacent Ci noted above, lim ICi 1 = 0. Thus 
there is some index k such that for all m > k, C, C J, contrary to choice 
of the C, as maximal among members of F which include J,,, . Therefore 
iy0 Ci = I, and it is obvious from construction that the Ci form a chain-like 

covering of I. 
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4. COVERINGS OF LIFESPANS BY PHASES 

Is it possible that there be an object x satisfying distjnct sortalsft(i > 0) 
during just the respective intervals (-i/i + 1, i/i + 1) without there being 
any sortal g which it satisfies throughout its lifetime (- 1, l)? For any two 
instants t, t’ at which such x exists there are infinitely many sortals f such 
that x is the same fat t as it is at t’. If x is an fat t then x started being an f 
strictly after x began to be, and will cease being anfstrictly before ceasing 
to be. x conforms to (D.i) but is an arresting counterinstance to (D.ii). 
Crucially, its sortal phase profile incIudes a nest of phases of x whose union 
is not contained in any phase of x. (An f-phase of x is a maximal interval 
throughout which x is an f; a phase of x is an f-phase for some f.) 

But, given principles (3) and (4) there could be no such object. For, 
suppose x satisfies the fi as described. Let g be the ultimate sortal which f~ 
restricts. Let fk be the first sortal in the indexed sequence not to restrict g: 

f I..... f&-lfk . - 4 

Since fk _ r and fk are co-satisfiable (x satisfies both at time 0), they are co- 
restrictive. Suppose they both restrict h: 

h I \I \ 
f *,,... fk-L fk*.. 

Since g and h are co-restricted they are co-restrictive; so by ultimacy of g, h 

restricts g. By transitivity fk restricts g, contrary to choice of fk . Thus each 
fi restricts g. It follows that x is a g throughout its lifetime. 

When the nest of phases in uncountable we can invoke the well-ordering 
principle to make this argument go through. What we have thus shown is 
that the nest condition in the definition of covering is satisfied by the 
‘covering’ of an object’s lifespan by its phases. 
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Sortals provide criteria of identity; means, that is, for ‘tracing’ one and 
the same individual throughout a stretch of its existence. (D.i) is therefore 
a form of local continuity principle. We do not have to go so far as saying 
that no object could satisfy a sortal at an isolated point instant in order to 
accept the following plausible strengthenings of (D.i): 

(7) 

(8) 

(x)(r)@ exists at r > r is in some phase of x) 

(x)(t)(t is in the interior of x’s lifespan > t is in the interior 
of some phase of x). 

These local continuity principles ensure respectively that, where F is the 
set of phases of an object with lifespan I, U F = I and int = U {int JlJE F). 

Thus principles (3), (4), (7) and (8) ensure that the set of phases of an 
object forms a covering of its lifespan. Let us now define a sortal chain on I 
as a sortal-valued mapping whose domain is a chain-like covering of I; and 
define q5 to be a chain-like profile of x iff it is a sortal chain on x’s lifespan 
and for all J in its domain J is a #@)-phase of x. Then it follows from the 
theorem above that 

(9) Every object has a chain-like profde. 

Since adjacent intervals in a chain-like covering overlap, the sortals cor- 
responding to adjacent phases in a chain-like profile of an object are co- 
satisfiable, and therefore by (3) are co-restrictive. Thus we have established 
that any object may be assumed to satisfy in turn each of a chain of 
adjacently co-restrictive sortals: 

/\I\/\/\ 
*.a fn-2 f,-1 fn fn+t f*+z ... 

having the order type of some subset of the integers. 

S.THEWIGGINS-SHOEMAKERFALLACY; 
THEIRARGUMENTRECONSTRUCTED 

From this point both Wiggins and Shoemaker considered the inference to 
(D.ii) to be valid. They concluded immediately, without formulating and 
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assuming (4), that there was some sortal g which each j; (in the chain just 
mentioned) restricted. They had obviously mistakenly assumed that repeated 
applications of the principle that co-restricted sortals are co-restrictive 
would yield a completed pyramid based on the original chain: 

/ \ 
/ K\ 

/ A/\ \ 
/ /\A/\ \ 

/ /\/\/‘\I\ -\ . . . fn-2 fn-1 f" fn+l fn+z... 

at whose vertex, by transitivity, would be the required sortal g. 
This would be so, however, only on the further assumption that the 

ground level chain involves only finitely many sortals (which could, of 
course, be the case even if the chain were infinitely long). Otherwise it is 
easy to construct a countcrexample: Suppose x satisfies in turn only the 
sortals fo, fi, . . . and that fj restricts fk just in case j < k. Suppose further 
that those are all the sortals there are. Then there is no sortal which each 
f;- restricts. 

Thus in the absence of (4) we seem to need a finiteness condition 
strengthening (9): 

(10) Every object has a chain-like profile involving only tinitely 
many sortals. 

(10) could be secured in two ways. First, one might require that all sortals 
be expressible in some one learnable language in order to conclude that 
there are only finitely many sortals anyway. But this would seem contrary 
to both Wiggins’ and Shoemaker’s admission of ‘unnamed’ sortals. Secondly, 
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one might assume that lifespans are always closed and bounded intervals 
of the real line. By the Heine-Bore1 theorem that every cover of a closed 
and bounded interval contains a finite subcover we would then have that 
every object has a chain-like profile with a finite domain, and hence involv- 
ing only finitely many sortals in its range. 

Without the finiteness condition (10) it seems that the argument for the 
result that the members of a chain of adjacently co-restrictive sortals co- 
restrict some sortal must proceed via (4) in exactly the manner of the argu- 
ment given in Section 4 above. The argument there concerned a chain of 
adjacently co-restrictive sortals with the order type of the positive integers; 
it can be modified in an obvious way for the case where the order type is 
that of the negative integers or the integers. 

In summary our reconstruction of the Wiggins-Shoemaker argument has 
the following overall structure: 

Local continuity principles 
(7), (8) strengthening (D.i) 

Principle (4) that every sortal Principle (3) 
restricts some ultimate sortal 

Principle (3) that co-satisfmble The members 

sort& are cc-restrictive of a sortal Finiteness 
chain are condition (10) 

The set of phases of an object Every covering has a adjacently OR 
forms a covering of its lifespan chain-like subcovering co-restrictive Principle (4) 

Every object has a The members of a sortal 
chain-like profile chain co-restrict 

some one sortal 

(D.ii) Every object satisfies some 
sortal throughout its lifespan 

This argument form could possibly be adapted in the absence of (3) or 
(4) or both, provided that the intermediate conclusions presently secured 
by (3) and (4) could be secured some other way. Indeed, it is really only the 
possibility of such adaptation which confers upon this argument form any 
interest not deriving from its exegetical origins. For, given (3) (4), (7) and 
(8) we can prove (D.ii) more simply as follows: 

Let t be any point at which x exists. By (7) let fbe such that 1 is in an 
f-phase of x. By (4) let g be an ultimate sortal which frestricts. Suppose 
x does not satisfy g throughout its lifespan. Suppose that there is a point 
after t at which x exists but does not satisfy g. (The case before t is treated 
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symmetrically.) Let t’ be the least upper bound of the g-phase of x con- 
taining t. 

Case (i): t’ is in the interior of x’s lifespan. By (8) t’ is in the interior of, 
say, an h-phase of x. Obviously x is (g & h) in some left neighbourhood of t’. 
Thus g and h are co-satisfiable, and so by (3) are co-restrictive. Since g is 
ultimate, h restricts g. But then the h-phase in question, and therefore also 
the g-phase in question, extends beyond t’, contrary to choice of t’. 

Case (ii): t’ is the least upper bound of x’s lifespan, which is closed 
above. By (7) t’ is in, say, a k-phase of x. Obviously x is (g & k) in some left 
neighbourhood oft’. Thusg and k are co-satisfiable, and so by (3) are co- 
restrictive. Since g is ultimate, k restricts g. Thus x satisfies g at t’, contrary 
to choice oft’. 
It follows that x does satisfy g throughout its lifespan. 

Dept. of Philosophy, University of Edinburgh 

NOTE 

* I am endebted to Wilfred Hodges, Harold Noonan, David Over and Barry Richards 
for helpful comments on earlier drafts. David Wiggins has kindly claritied his position 
several times in correspondence and let me see parts of the manuscript for the forth- 
coming revised edition of his monograph. 


